
Verification
Establish a global trust anchor
Delivers phone-based verification and two-factor
authentication using a one-time passcode sent over SMS or 
voice message.

Ensuring the validity of your users is extremely important in preventing fraud and securing accounts from 

compromise. A great way to do that is to attach a verified phone number to end-user accounts, ideally when 

they first register. From there, that user’s identity can easily be confirmed when they access their account from 

a new browser or device or attempt a high-value transaction.

Secure, time-based, one-time 
passcode (TOTP)
Verifies users in real time by sending a one-time code via 
SMS that can be used to authenticate a known user, verify 
a transaction or block fraudsters from opening illegitimate 
accounts.against carrier subscriber contact data.

Smart message splitting
When splitting a long SMS message, it prevents the 
breaking of critical pieces of information, such as urls 
and email addresses, to ensure messages are delivered 
and viewed as intended.

Advanced phone number 
cleansing
Properly formats phone number entered by end-user to 
ensure greater global delivery.

Dynamic callerID
Send phone calls from dedicated virtual numbers/
callerIDs to ensure numbers are recognizable to end 
users. (Access Telesign’s verified, high-quality virtual 
numbers/CallerIDs).

Traffic monitoring
Automated traffic monitoring for red flags and 
suspicious patterns, which helps protect businesses 
from International Revenue Share Fraud (IRSF) attacks.

Reliable global coverage
Reach and ensure message delivery to end-users in 
over 200 countries and territories and in 87 different 
languages.

High quality, direct-to-carrier 
routes
Connects directly to thousands of carriers around 
the world and employs a waterfall approach across 
multiple routes to help ensure the highest delivery and 
conversion rates.

Answering machine OTP delivery 
prevention
Prevents voice-based passcode messages from being 
sent to an answering machine by requiring that end-
users press a key to hear the voice message, thereby 
reducing the risk of the code being accessed or stolen 
from the answering machine by hackers.

Long message support
Separates SMS message over 160 characters based on 
device type and operator requirements and sends it to 
the user’s handset with instructions to reassemble the 
message back in the correct order as one SMS.
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Telesign provides continuous trust to leading global enterprises by connecting, protecting and defending 
their digital identities. Telesign verifies over five billion unique phone numbers a month, representing half 
of the world’s mobile users, and provides critical insight into the remaining billions. The company’s powerful 
AI and extensive data science deliver identity with a unique combination of speed, accuracy and global 
reach. Telesign solutions prevent fraud, secure communications and enable the digital economy by allowing 
companies and customers to engage with confidence. 

Learn more at www.telesign.com and follow us on Twitter at @Telesign

“We needed a partner that could scale to support our ever 
expanding global footprint. Telesign delivered the scale we 
were looking for.”

Chuck Mortimore
VP, Product Management, Salesforce 

Protect           
account access

Seamlessly authenticate 
existing users and 

secure accounts from 
compromise.

Prevent                     
fake users

Mitigate new account 
registration fraud and 

attempts at bulk account 
creation.

Access                      
24x7 support

Team up with a dedicated 
technical account manager 

who provides user experience 
reviews and ensures global 

integrations are successfully 
implemented.

Verify         
transactions
Verify high-value 

transactions such as 
accessing credit card details, 
transferring funds or making 

bill payments.

How it works

The following is one example of how to use the product to verify the identity of 
a user attempting to access their Web account from a new device.

USERNAME

SMS OTP

ENTER CODE
PASSWORD

1. The user visits your website and enters their existing credentials 
(username and password) to access their account.

2. The user already provided a verified mobile phone number when 
they first registered for an account.

3. Because this is the first time the user is accessing their 
accountfrom a new device, a challenge is needed to further 
verify the user and permit them to complete the login attempt. 
     
 

4. Verification sends a one-time passcode by SMS or Voice message to 
the user’s mobile number and at the same time, the user is shown a 
secondary login screen in their Web browser with a prompt to enter 
the passcode once it is received.

5. Once the user receives the passcode to their mobile device, they 
simply enter it in on the webpage as prompted.

6. You confirm with Telesign that the passcode entered is the same 
code that was sent to the user and, if matched, the user is verified.

7. The user is then able to access their account.


